MANETs is the security. Grayhole attack is one of the most prominent attacks on the network layer of MANET which tends to degrade the network performance by performing selective packet dropping. In this paper, we propose a security mechanism that tends to mitigate the Grayhole attack during the route discovery time as well as during data transmission time. We modify AODV protocol such that it can avoid Grayhole attacker node from participating in the data transmission route, and if the attacker node somehow enters the route, it can be detected through the promiscuous mode monitoring.
network is the Denial of Service attack. Denial of Service attacks fall under the category of the active attacks and they tend to degrade the performance of the network by sending false messages [4] . The important attacks that fall under the category of the Denial of Service attack are the Blackhole and the Grayhole attacks [1] . In this paper we present a solution for the detection of these attacks during the route discovery phase as well as during the data transmission phase: hence providing the security during the two phases of network operation.
Our solution for the mitigation of the Grayhole attack consists of two stages: 1) The Route Discovery Phase detection stage and 2) The Data Transmission Phase Detection stage. If the attacker node misbehaves maliciously during the route discovery stage by sending fake destination sequence number, then our solution will detect it. And If the attacker node behaves genuinely during the route discovery stage and once after getting place in the route starts acting maliciously by dropping data packets and not forwarding them, then also such an attacker would be detected in the data transmission phase mechanism.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the routing process in MANET. Section 3 describes the operation of the Grayhole attack. Then in Section 4 we discuss the related work. Section 5 presents the detailed description of out proposed method. Then in Section 6 we present the result analysis based on the simulation results obtained. Then finally in Section 7 we present the Conclusion of the work.
II. ROUTING IN MANET
The main objective of the routing protocol in MANET is to establish an optimal path between the source and the destination which can facilitate smooth communication between them [6] . In MANET, the routing protocols are classified as table driven or on-demand routing protocols [7] . Table driven protocols are known proactive protocols [4] . In proactive protocols, the routes are established in advance to the requirement of the route between the source and the destination. Proactive protocols involve the continuous updating of the routing information in the routing table. Examples of proactive protocols are DSDV, OLSR etc. Proactive protocols require a large amount of bandwidth due to high amount of information [4] . Ondemand Routing protocols are known as reactive routing protocols [6] . These protocols are initiated by the source and the routes are created only when they are needed by the source [7] . These protocols do not maintain the routes in advance. In fact they establish the path when it is required. Reactive routing protocols consume less bandwidth but they require high route discovery time and the packet flooding can give rise to congestion in the network [4] . Examples of On-demand routing protocols are DSR, AODV [4] , [6] , [7] . In this paper we primarily focus on the mitigation of the Grayhole attack in the AODV routing protocol.
In AODV routing protocol, nodes forming the MANET do not rely on any active paths nor do they periodically exchange any routing information [8] . AODV protocol is the mixture of the DSDV and the DSR routing protocols [9] . In AODV, when the source node wants to communicate with the destination, the source node broadcasts the Route Request (RREQ) packet in the network [10] . Upon receiving the RREQ packet, the intermediate node will reply with the Route Reply (RREP) packet if it has a route to the destination or else it will again broadcast the RREQ packet further. The RREQ packet is broadcasted further till it reaches the destination. When the destination node receives the RREQ packet, it generates the RREP packet and unicast it through the particular path until it reaches the source. When the source node receives the RREP it establishes the route and forward the data packets through that route towards the destination.
There are three types of control messages in AODV which are discussed below [8] .
A. Route Request Message (RREQ)
Whenever the source node wants to communication with the destination node, it initiates the route discovery procedure by broadcasting the RREQ packet to its neighbors in the network [8] . The neighboring node will reply with the RREP packet if it is the destination or if it has a route towards the destination otherwise it will forward the packet further to its neighbors [1] . This process continues until the RREQ packet reaches the destination.
B. Route Reply Message (RREP)
RREP packet is generated whenever the destination receives the route request or whenever any intermediate node has a fresh enough route towards the destination. This RREP packet is traversed in the reverse direction towards the source [8] . Whenever source node receives the RREP packet, the source node may start forwarding the data packets through the route just established [1] .
C. Route Error Message (RERR)
When the node detects a link crack in an active route, (RERR) message is generated by the node in order to notify other nodes that the link is down [8] . As shown in Fig. 1 , Source node wants to transmit data to destination node. So it initiates the route discovery procedure by sending RREQ packet to its neighbour A. Node A forwards the RREQ packet further to node B and node B forwards the RREQ packet to the destination. The Destination node then sends the RREP packet in the reverse direction towards the source. Once the source node receives the RREP packets, it transmits the data packets. Anytime the link damage is observed, the node generates the RERR packet and sends to the source. The source after receiving the RERR packet reinitiates the route discovery procedure.
AODV protocol makes the use of sequence numbers to indicate the freshness of the route. The destination sequence number is an integer value that depicts how fresh the route is [11] . This sequence number value is updated when the node generates the RREQ or the RREP packet [1] . Higher is the value of the sequence number, higher is the freshness of the route.
III. GRAYHOLE ATTACK
Grayhole attack is an extension of Blackhole attack [4] . In Grayhole Attack, the attacker may behave as a normal legitimate node during some time duration and may drop the packets during some duration [1] . Thus the Grayhole attacker can act as a slow poison which can degrade the network performance [12] .
There are three types of Grayhole attack possible [4] . In the first approach, the Grayhole attacker nodes forwards the packets that are sent by certain nodes and it drops the packets that are sent by other nodes. In the second approach, the attacker node behave as normal legitimate node for a particular time duration and later for some other time duration it may behave as a malicious node and drop the packets. In the third approach, the Grayhole attack acquires the properties of both the method approaches i.e. it forwards the packets of certain nodes and also acts normally for particular time duration. Thus due to this unexpected behavior of the Grayhole attacker, it is very difficult to detect such node [1] . Thus the Grayhole node acts like a slow poison in the network because the probability at which the Grayhole node changes its behaviour is highly uncertain [12] . Thus such an attack can degrade the network performance to a high limit.
IV. RELATED WORK
The following research works have been surveyed to discover their limitations and derive the proposed scheme.
Rutvij et. al in [2] [3] proposed a solution which makes use of the calculation of the peak value for the selection of the route during the route discovery process. In this process, the node receiving the RREP packet calculates the peak value based on certain parameters. If the destination sequence number in the RREP packet exceeds the peak value, then that RREP is considered as DO_NOT_CONSIDER RREP. This DO_NOT_CONSIDER RREP is then forwarded in the reverse direction towards the source. The Source on receiving the DO_NOT_CONSIDER RREP ignores that RREP and hence the malicious node is prevented from getting into the route. This approach works fine during the route discovery time, but if the attacker node behaves normally during the route discovery time and behaves maliciously during data transmission, then this approach fails to detect it.
Ankit et. al in [13] proposed a method which detects the attacker node during route discovery phase as well as during the data transmission phase. In this method, the node receiving the RREP packet computes the threshold value and if the destination sequence number exceeds the threshold value, then that RREP is not considered. During the data transmission phase, the node sending or forwarding the packets monitors the neighbouring node in the promiscuous mode. In the promiscuous mode, the node computes the difference between the packets forwarded and received. If the difference exceeds the threshold value then the neighbouring node is considered to be the malicious node and an ALARM packet is transferred in the network revealing the identity of the malicious node in the network.
Rutvij in [14] proposed the approach of peak value calculation same as in [2] [3] . In this method if the destination sequence number in the RREP packet extends the peak value, then that RREP is not marked as DO_NOT_CONSIDER and the node receiving that RREP is simply ignored. Thus there is no need to send the DO_NOT_CONSIDER RREP to the source. This method also has the limitation of detecting attacker node behaving maliciously only during the data transmission phase.
Gundeep et. al in [15] proposed the method of detecting the Grayhole nodes by making the use of Extended Data Routing Information (EDRI) tables. In this method every nodes keeps an EDRI table which keeps the history regarding the number of packets sent and received by the neighboring nodes. The nodes in the MANET compare the EDRI entry of its neighboring node and the EDRI entry of the neighbor of the neighbouring node in the route. If both the entries do not match then the neighbouring node is considered to be malicious node. This approach induces the increase in the delay and the routing overhead.
Ankit et. al in [16] proposed advancement in the method proposed in [15] . This method makes the use of I-EDRI tables. I-EDRI table contains the decimal count of the number of packets received and sent to the neighbouring node whereas the EDRI entry contains the binary count which does not indicate multiple data packet transfer. This method also faces the limitation of the increased delay and routing overhead.
Payal et. al in [17] proposed DPRAODV method to mitigate the Blackhole attack. In this method, the node receiving the RREP packets compares the destination sequence number in the RREP packet with the threshold value. The threshold value is updated dynamically using different parameters. This approach faces increase in the average end to end delay and normalized routing overhead.
Nital et. al in [11] proposed a method in which the source node after receiving the RREP packet waits for a [18] proposed an approach which comprised of three algorithms: Creating Proof, Check-Up Algorithm and Diagnosis algorithm,. The node sending the packet computes the hash function on that packet. The node receiving the packet computes the hash value again and if they match then there is no issue, otherwise there is a malicious node present. This method results in the increase in the average end to end delay because the node spends some time in computing the hash value for each packet sent and received.
Sukla et. al in [19] proposed the approach which takes into account the prelude and postlude messages. The source node before sending the data divides the data into blocks. The source node sends the prelude message to the destination before sending the blocks of data. After receiving the prelude message the destination node maintains a timer and counts the number of the data blocks received. After timeout interval, the destination node sends the postlude message which contains the number of blocks received. If the count match then there is no attacker node otherwise a malicious node is present. The pr-elude and the postlude messages increase the delay and the routing overhead.
Disha et. al in [20] proposed the Course Based Detection Method. In this approach, every node monitors the neighbouring node. Every node maintains a buffer. The node sending the packet keeps the copy of the packet in the buffer and then it overhears the neighbouring node, When the neighbouring node forwards the packet, the than packet is deleted from the buffer. Source node then calculates the overhear rate and if it exceeds the threshold then the neighbouring node is the malicious node. This approach needs some extra space for buffer and computations require time.
Jaydip et. al in [21] proposed a method of Grayhole detection which makes the use of DRI table and a probe packet. This approach makes the use of the local as well as co-operative detection of the Grayhole Attack. In this approach every node maintains a DRI table and stores the history about the packets transmitted to the neighbors in the form of binary numbers. Whenever IN node wants to initiates the detection procedure, it appoints the CN node which is the trusted node. The IN nodes broadcasts the RREQ packet to its neighbouring node and requests for a node to CN node. It then sends the probe packet to the CN node for enquiring about which node has sent the RREQ packet. If CN's node reply is affirmative then there is no attacker else an attacker node is present in the route.
V. PROPOSED WORK
Our approach focuses on the detection of the Grayhole attacker node during the Route discovery Phase as well as during the Data Transmission Phase as shown in [13] . Hence we tend to provide a solution which tends to detect the misbehaving malicious node.
A. Route Discovery Phase
In AODV, the selection of a route largely depends upon the sequence number of the received RREP packet [22] . Therefore, our approach during the Route Discovery Phase focuses on the destination sequence number in the RREP packet. When a node in the network receives the RREP packet, it calculates a Threshold value. The Threshold value is calculated on the basis of the three parameters: Routing Table Sequence (1) . If the destination sequence number in the RREP packet is greater than the calculated threshold value, then the intermediate node does not consider that RREP and simply ignores that packet. Hence the RREP having the destination sequence number greater than the Threshold value is sent by the malicious node. Hence that RREP is ignored and is not considered for the route formation. Hence the Grayhole node acting maliciously during the Route Discovery time can be avoided from getting into the route.
B. Data Transmission Phase
Suppose the Grayhole attacker node behaves normally during the route discovery time i.e. the Grayhole node does not send a high destination sequence number in the RREP packet. If such attacker node becomes the part of the route then it may drop the data packets. In such situations, only route discovery mechanism will not work: hence we need to switch over to the data transmission security mechanisms.
In our approach during the data transmission phase every node will monitor the neighbouring node in the route in the promiscuous mode. Every node will maintain the count of the number of packets forwarded to the neighbouring node in the route as shown in (2). Similarly the monitoring node will receive the packets forwarded by the neighbouring node to its neighbouring node as shown in (3).
∑
Where is the count of data packets received in promiscuous mode.
D is the data packets in promiscuous mode. Now the monitoring node will calculate the difference between the numbers of the packets forwarded and received and if the difference between the two exceeds the threshold value then the neighbouring node can be considered as the malicious node. The threshold value in our approach is kept 5%.
Once the monitoring node detects the malicious node, then it adds the ID of the malicious node to the Blacklist and it stops transmitting the data to the neighbouring node which results in the new route discovery process.
In Future, when the neighbouring node receives the RREP packet, it checks the ID of the node sending the RREP packet in the Blacklist. If the entry in the Blacklist is found, then that RREP packet is discarded by the monitoring node. Hence in this way the malicious node is avoided from coming into the route.
C. Algorithm
Node receiving the RREQ Packet
Step 1: Node receives the RREQ Packet.
Step 2: Increment the RREQ count for the source entry in the routing table.
Step 3: Generate the RREP or broadcast the RREQ further.
Node receiving the RREP Packet
Step 1: Receive the RREP packet.
Step 2: If (RREP_NODE_ID present in Blacklist) Ignore the RREP.
Step 3: Increment the RREP count for the destination entry in the routing table.
Step 4: Calculate the threshold value as follows:
Step 5: If(Destination_Seq_no > Threshold) Ignore the RREP packet Else Forward the RREP packet
Step 6: Follow Steps 1 to 4 when any RREP packet arrives.
Node Transmitting the Data
Step 1: All nodes in the route enter in the promiscuous mode and monitor their neighbours.
Step 2: Node receives the data packet and then increments the FR_COUNT and then forward the data packet.
Step 3: The node forwarding the data packet monitors its neighbouring node.
Step 4: If neighbouring node forwards the packet Increment the RR_COUNT; Step 5: After fixed time intervals compute % difference
Step 6: If (% Diff > 5) Begin Abort the data transmission. Neighbouring node is malicious node. Add the neighbouring node in the blacklist Reinitiate the route discovery process and avoiding the nodes present in blacklist from coming in the route.
End If
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We carried out our simulations in NS-2 (ver. 2.34) simulator in the Ubuntu environment.
A. Experimental Setup
The simulations are carried out by implementing two protocols. We implemented GRAYHOLEAODV protocol to implement the Grayhole attack and we implemented THAODV to mitigate the Grayhole attack. The experimental parameters are listed in the below table. Fig.4 , we can conclude that the performance of the AODV protocol in the presence of the Grayhole attack is very low as compared to the performance of the standard AODV protocol. Moreover with the increase in the number of nodes, the PDR slightly decreases. While on the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4 , TH.AODV (Threshold AODV) produces the results similar to that of the standard AODV in the presence of the Grayhole attacker node. Thus TH.AODV produces the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) which is almost similar to the PDR produced by the standard AODV protocol without any attack. The difference in the time it takes for a sent packet to reach the destination. It includes all the delays, in the source and each intermediate host, caused by the routing discovery, queuing at the interface queue etc [17] . We now evaluate the Average End to End delay by varying the network size from 10 nodes to 50 nodes having the mobility speed of 30 m/s and the number of sources are equal to 1. The delay would be caused due to the calculation of the threshold value and the calculation of the percentage difference between the number of packets sent and the number of packets received in the promiscuous mode. The results for the average end to end delay are represented in Fig. 5 . 
ROUTING OVERHEAD
This is the ratio of routing-related transmissions (RREQ, RREP, RERR etc) to data transmissions in a simulation. A transmission is one node either sending or forwarding a packet. Either way, the routing load per unit data successfully delivered to the destination. 
PACKET DELIVERY RATIO UNDER MULTIPLE MALICIOUS NODES
Here we calculate the Packet Delivery Ratio of the network having multiple attacker nodes. 7 shows the graph of the Packet Delivery Ratio v/s the number of malicious node with the mobility speed of 30m/s and 10 nodes network. The graph shows that the packet delivery ratio under the Grayhole attack is in the range of 35 to 55 %. Whereas on the other hand, the Packet Delivery Ratio of our solution TH.AODV under Grayhole attack falls in the range of 75 to 95 %. Thus our approach gives the better performance against the Grayhole attack. The graph shows that as the number of malicious nodes increases, the packet delivery ratio tends to decrease a little bit.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In our work, we have described the operation of the Grayhole attack. We have also discussed the harms that would be caused by the Grayhole attack in MANET. Our proposed approach tends to provide the security during the route discovery phase as well as during the data transmission phase. Thus the attacker misbehaving at any of the phase gets detected by our approach. The results obtained are in the acceptable range of the AODV protocol.
The future scope includes the calculation of the threshold value dynamically during the data transmission.
